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Editorial Ramblings

This edition of our family newsletter is a little bit special on two counts:
Firstly, it contains a major contribution from Grace’s sister, Nadia, and
her husband, Leonardo, who live with their children, Karla and Nicole,
in Oman. We were delighted to receive a batch of their photographs
towards the middle of January and, even though some of them go back
a couple of years or so, I have included them here because we haven’t seen
them before and doubt that many of our family and friends have seen them until
now. We hope you enjoy seeing them. Of course, seeing the sun shining, the beaches
and the warm tropical sea, when we’ve got snow outside, made my wanderlust return
with a vengeance. In particular, Oman is one country that I would very much like to explore.
Although we lived in the middle east for some years, the only part of Oman I’ve been to is the
very northern most tip where it borders with the UAE near Fujairah in the Hajar Mountains. I would
really love to return for a lengthy stay there as I know there are some stunning landscapes and historic places to
photograph - once I get a new camera. Towards that end, I’ve been applying for jobs almost every day and, at last,
I am able to report that I’ve got one of them - one that I didn’t apply for! Secondly, I’ve been experimenting with
some extra media in this edition - make sure you’ve got the sound turned up and Apple Quick Time installed! I
hope you enjoy these ‘extras’ to our little magazine. Please let me know what you think.

JP's Theory of the Expanded Mind
Inside My Mind
In the Bible, it says that we humans are created in God’s own image. Scientists say that we only use around 5%
of our mind. This may mean that we have the potential to be like God. I can explain: As the Bible says that we
have been created like God, then that means that if we can find some way to use the other 95% of our mind,
then my theory is that we should be able to have considerably more brain power then we currently enjoy, even
if it is not the same amount of (brain) power as God.
Using my theory about what I've just said about the possibility of obtaining the same power as God led me to
try and work out how this might be achieved. In our brain, there are lots and lots of neurons that make up our
personality and skills by linking one to another. For example, if you learn how to play the piano, over time your
neurons will adapt and connect, but if you stop they will eventually disconnect from each other. I think to be
able to use almost 100% of your mind, you need to link every one of your neurons to each other, but that would
put lots of pressure on your mind - having to practice every day, everything your mind can learn and remember
- everything. In short it would be practically impossible to do.
Profound thoughts from an 11 year old with no medical knowledge.

Cover Photograph: Kirkstone Pass in the English Lake District. Taken on 21 January 2017.
Photograph next page: Another view of the Lake District - Troutbeck area.
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The Beautiful English Lake District
On 21 January, we made a short trip to the Lake District. Even in the winter it is still a stunningly beautiful
place to visit. In fact, with the trees bare of their leaves the views are sometimes clearer than in summer time.
The photograph above was taken from the shores of Ullswater, whilst the photograph below shows the valley of
Troutbeck.
On the next page, centre, is a photograph of the Post Office in Ambleside and a photograph of JP with Grace's
car in the location of the panoramic photograph shown below.
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Grace and JP on a cold January day in the Lake District.
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Photographs from Nadia
and Leonardo in Oman
Attending a Church Service and Prayers
celebrating the end of the year
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Attending a Children's
Thanksgiving Worship
Service
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Kiddie-Lympic - Parents
and Children Outdoor fun.
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Happy Birthday, Karla.
Four Years Old
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Bimmah Sinkhole (Meteor Fall Park), Oman
13 September 2016
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With friends and Leo's mother in Nizwa Fort,
Oman. Nizwa was known as the Islamic capital.
8 June 2016. clockwise, left to right: Norma, Billy,
(Maura; Leo's mother) wiht Leo, Nadia and Nicole.

Karla poses with
vintage cannons

TAKEN on 5 December 2015
at Wadi Bani Khaled around
250 km from muscat
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View of Wadi Bani Khalid

Our children playing in the spring water from the mountains
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Happy Birthday, Nicole.
One Year Old
19 July 2015
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Off to the Philippines
6 March 2015

Top left: Karla and Nicole
Top right: Karla. Leonardo, Nadia and Nicole
Middle left: Mum with her grandaughter, Nicole
Middle right: Nicole
Bottom left: Alexander (Michael and Divine's
son) with Nicole
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Family Outing to Bolinao Falls - 20 March 2015
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Grace's youngest sister, Michelle,
with her husband, Gideon.
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Mum and Dad at Bolinao Falls - 20 March 2015
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At Bolinao Falls - 20 March 2015
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At Surip Beach Resort, Bani, Pangasinan - 22 March 2015

above: Jake, Andrei, Karla, Daryll, Allen-Gabriel. below: Michael, Divine, Alexander, Balong, Daryll with Karla, Jake,
Andrei, Leonardo with Nicole, Allen-Gabriel.
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Yes, Filipina's are always fully dressed when they go swimming.
Why? Just one of life's little mysteries!
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Above: Daryll, Karla, Michael, Divine, Nicole
Left: Nicole with her dad, Leonardo
Below: Daryll with Michelle
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All Aboard for a trip to Hundred Islands
25 March 2015
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Above: Leonardo and Nicole ,
Below:

Daryll, Michelle, Karla, Nadia Mum,
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Above: Daryll, Michelle, Karla, Nadia, Mum, Leonardo and Nicole
Below: Michael, Mum, Michelle Nicole with her dad, Leonardo,
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Above: Divine, Mum, Michael with Nicole, Michelle,
Left: Leonardo, Nadia, Daryll. Michelle, Michael
Below: Michael, Mum, Michelle Nicole with her dad, Leonardo,

100 Islands - a National Park
near our family home in Bani,
Pangasinan, Philippines.
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On Cuenco Island
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Family Meal at Home in Centro Toma, Bani

Above - L to R - Leonardo with wife, Nadia (Grace's sister); Divine (wife of Michael, Grace's youngest brother)
and her mother, Thess; Grace's mother, Carlina; Grace's nephew, Daryll; Grace's sister, Michelle; Gideon
(Michelle's husband); Grace's father, Leopoldo.
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Alan's
Alan's Reflections
Reflections

when there was a loud 'crack' and the plate covering
the food broke cleanly in half, right through the centre
line. As this plate was from the same set that we have
frequently 'microwaved', it seemed very strange that
this should have happened. Grace immediately said
that it was a sign of 'bad luck'. A short time afterwards,
I knocked over a drinking glass that shattered into
a million fragments when it hit the ceramic tiles of
our kitchen floor (unlike the wine bottles!). Was this
another sign of 'bad luck'?

Is there such a thing as 'luck'? Not being at all
superstitious, I've never been particularly bothered by
this concept. Of course, one could argue that all the
misfortunes that have befallen us during the last three
years or so have been entirely due to a serious run of
'bad luck' and I'm sure we can all tell stories with bad
or good 'luck' being the main theme. Are events that
seem miraculous also due to a run of 'good luck'? Or
are they really miracles from God?

Less than twenty four hours later, Grace was striking
the shell of a coconut in order to crack it. She was
using a good quality stainless steel knife as she would
use a machete. She was not using the sharp side of
the blade, but the thick side, which, one would think,
would be stronger. As she tapped the coconut (not too
hard as she didn't want to shatter the nut, only crack
it), the stainless steel blade of the knife broke cleanly
in two! Neither of us could believe it. We'd never seen
anything like it. What force could have caused that
to happen? If Grace had been levering or twisting the
blade, perhaps one could have accepted it, but just
tapping it? Another sign of 'bad luck'?

Back in April 2006 I was working for a company that
had contracted me to Qatar Petroleum, the major oil
company. My contract in Qatar was about to expire
and I was told that a project manager would be coming
over from Australia to meet with officials from the oil
company and maybe she could find a role for me as
one of her contracting staff, still working for the oil
company. I sent her an e-mail and we arranged to meet
at the Sheraton Hotel in Doha.
Cutting the story a little short, I was waiting for a
telephone call from her one evening that would tell
me whether or not I'd 'got the job'. When the telephone
rang I was in our kitchen area and rushed off to answer
it. As I ran around our breakfast bar, my arm brushed
against the wine rack. There was an almighty crash
as the whole lot smashed onto the ceramic tiled floor.
After answering the telephone I immediately looked
round expecting to find broken glass everywhere.
There wasn't any! Grace was picking up the six wine
bottles from the floor and putting them back in the
rack. She then wiped up some soil that had fallen from
the two small flower pots that had also fallen to the
ground, and that was it. No broken bottles. How do
you account for that? If I asked you to drop a wine
bottle onto a concrete floor covered with thick ceramic
floor tiles would you expect it to break? Of course you
would - as would I. So how was it that six (mainly
full) bottles had crashed to the floor and remained
intact? Was that 'good luck' or a miracle? Was this
incident a 'sign of good luck'? The telephone call from
the project manager informed me that I'd 'got the job',
so that was certainly good news - or 'good luck'?

As you will remember, in last month's magazine I
wrote about making more of an effort to buy a home
of our own. This I've been doing. Between the time
of the crockery breaking and the knife breaking we'd
viewed three properties all on the same day. Two were
suitable, one of those being a property that we all liked
very much.
All the properties were a little above our budget, but
that is normal as most people will negotiate downwards,
especially for a cash buyer. Later in the day, I went back
to the 'favourite' property and met with the owner who
was really pleased to meet me and show me round the
house again (he wasn't there at my first viewing with the
estate agent). We started to negotiate a deal, or at least, I
did. He wouldn't budge from his asking price at all. The
fact is that he'd overspent somewhat on renovating the
property and needed to recoup his money. 'Bad luck'?
I drove home rather disappointed and called the owner
of the other property we quite liked and although he
would drop the price a small amount he wouldn't come
close to our budget even though, in our opinion, he
was definitely asking more than the property is really
worth. Is our 'bad luck' continuing? In view of the
number of properties we've viewed over many months
it would seem so, however, we continue the search and
hope our 'luck' will change before we run out of funds.
Maybe I should go out and buy a new knife and see
what happens next! But no more coconuts.....

I'm writing this soon after midnight on the night of 3/4
January 2017. We all went to bed early and I for one,
was really, really tired. After a couple of hours where
I'd just dozed, fitfully, rather than slept, I got up, made
a cup of tea and started writing. Earlier this week,
Grace was cooking some food in the microwave oven
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I’m writing this a few days later; during the evening
of Thursday 5 January 2017. I’ve been working on my
New Year’s Resolution big time this week. Getting my
act together and focussing on buying us a home in which
to live as described on the previous page. I informed
Grace at the beginning of the week that our objective this
week was to find a home. A tall order in many ways, but
that’s what I set myself to achieve. Monday was a public
holiday so that wasn’t a great start, however, on Tuesday,
as described previously, we viewed three properties. Two
of these were of interest but we lost out on the ‘favourite’.
The owner of the other property that was of interest did
drop his price but we were unable to meet it - and we
didn’t feel the property was worth it. We continued to
think about this for the next couple of days whilst we
were looking at other houses. On Wednesday, we looked
at two properties and made an offer on one of them. On
Thursday we viewed two more potential homes and
made an offer on one of them. By this time we were still
negotiating on the other two properties but not making a
lot of progress. One of the ‘Thursday’ property owners
got back to me a couple of times, quite quickly, and we
came to a deal. Needless to say, perhaps, but the other two
property owners missed out by trying to push too hard for
more money as when I spoke to them to let them know
we had decided to stop negotiations they immediately
dropped their price somewhat. Too late.

interested and he said he’d put me forward for the position.
He asked me to call him back a few days later, which I
did - no news. He asked me to call again but I said it was
up to him to call me if and when he received any news.
Much to my surprise he called me the other day and
informed me that they wanted to interview me. WOW!
What a surprise! After I’d received the intial telephone
call from this agent I dismissed it entirely - and even
more so after I’d called him back for news. I get calls
like this all the time and my conversations with him were
so vague that I thought nothing of them. He didn’t even
have any sort of job description, which is quite unusual
- and I still haven’t got one even though my interview is
on Tuesday afternoon (17 January) and it is now Saturday
14 January. Talk about the blind leading the blind!
20 January 2017: I got the job! A 6 month contract with a
possible rollover afterwards. Great. I start on 24 January .
JP’s Education:
We had a really positive meeting with the Head Teacher
at JP’s school on Wednesday (11 January). We were also
supported by our Macmillan Nurse and by letters from
JP’s Consultant at Preston hospital.
After the last meeting at the school (with the Deputy
Head Teacher), which was a huge disappointment, it
was great to talk with someone who really listened to
our concerns - and who is prepared to do something
towards dealing with them.

Grace and I have really worked well together this week
and it has brought about the result we needed. We have
focussed on the task in hand and achieved more than we
really expected. A good team effort. If all goes well with
the transaction we should be living in our own home in
a few weeks - maybe by the time the next newsletter
is published. I’ll update this as we make progress.
Incidentally, the number of our (hopefully) new house is
13 - I hope it’s not unlucky 13 for us. We got married on
the 13th of the month in November 2000. My father died
on the 13th of the month too.

Immediately following the meeting I received an e-mail
saying that she had already spoken to the person in charge
of year 7 pupils and informed her about our discussion.
On Friday (13 January - another 13th!), I received another
e-mail from her stating that she’d just had a meeting
(late on a Friday afternoon!) with 20 members of staff,
all of whom are involved with JP, to advise them of our
discussion and to work out ways in which they can help
him to be happy in the school. Isn’t that wonderful?

11 to 21 January 2017 - An interesting time.
Our new Home:

Grace and I are ecstatic about this. It is a huge leap
forward from where we were just before Christmas,
when I was going to take him out of school entirely
because he was so unhappy. We’re now looking
forward to gradually seeing some big changes in JP’s
attitude towards his education as a result of him being
happier at school. More ‘good luck’?

We have just completed our part of the initial paperwork
and now have to wait and see what happens. I contacted
one of our friends and asked him to arrange to carry out
electrical tests on the property we are hoping to buy.
Within a day or two of that, I received a telephone call
from the estate agent informing me that the current
(sorry!) owner was going to get the electrical system
upgraded and tested and obtain a safety certificate - at her
expense. More ‘good luck’?

Is our ‘luck’ beginning to change at last? We hope so.

Work:
Nearly a couple of weeks ago I received a telephone call
from a recruiter asking me if I would be interested in a
contract with a large company who wanted someone to
work in their Preston office. Of course, I was immediately
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Not being superstitious, I prefer to think that God is
directing our lives, but, as I’ve stated before I still
believe that we are on a largely preordained path
through our lives. But who really knows the answer
to these mysteries in life? I certainly don’t. However,
JP came up with an interesting theory that he’s been
working on for quite some time (refer to page 2).

Watch Amira's Documentary
Click HERE

Go to Amira's Website
Click HERE

Go to André Rieu's Website
Click HERE

The Context of O Mio Babbino Caro
O Mio Babbino Caro is sung near the beginning of Puccini's one act opera, Gianni Schicchi, after relatives of the late, and
wealthy, Buoso Donati gather around his bed to "mourn" his passing. Truth be told, they are only there to figure out to
whom he left his great fortune of money. A rumour spreads that instead of leaving his accumulated wealth to his family,
he is, in fact, giving his entire fortune to the church. Panic quickly ensues and the family begins frantically searching for
Donati's will. Rinuccio, whose mother is Buoso Donati's cousin, finds the will but withholds from sharing its information
with any of his relatives. Instead, confident that he has been left a large sum of money, he asks his aunt to allow him to
marry the love of his life, Lauretta, the daughter of Gianni Schicchi. His aunt tells him that as long as he has received an
inheritance, she will allow him to marry Lauretta. He happily sends a message asking for Lauretta and her father, Gianni
Schicchi, to come to Donati's house, then begins to read the will.
Rinuccio reads aloud that Donati's entire fortune will be bequeathed to the monastery. The family is shocked to learn
that the rumour was true. Rinuccio is distraught because without receiving any inheritance he won't be allowed to marry
Lauretta as his aunt promised. When Lauretta and her father, Gianni Schicci, arrive, Rinuccio's asks Gianni to help
him gain any sort of inheritance despite what Donati wrote in his will. Rinuccio's family scoffs at the idea and begins
arguing with Gianni Schicchi. Not long after their argument began, Gianni Schicci decides they are not worth helping,
but Lauretta begs her father to reconsider by singing "O mio Babbino Caro." In it, she declares that if she cannot be with
Rinuccio she would rather throw herself into the Arno river and drown.

Amira

Original (Italian) Lyrics

Lyrics in English

O mio babbino caro,
Mi piace, afa bello bello.
Vo'andare in Porta Rossa
A comperar l'anello!
Si, si, ci voglio andare!
E se l'amassi indarno,
Andrei sul Ponte Vecchio
Ma per buttarmi in Arno!
Mi struggo e mi tormento,
O Dio! Vorrei morir!
Babbo, pietafa, pietafa!
Babbo, pietafa, pietafa!

Oh my dear father,
I like him, he is very handsome.
I want to go to Porta Rossa
to buy the ring!
Yes, yes, I want to go there!
And if my love were in vain,
9 year old Amira Willighagen singing
I would go to Ponte Vecchio
and throw myself in the Arno!
with André Rieu (Love in Venice) in
I am pining and I am tormented, Maastricht - home of André Rieu - in 2014.
Oh God! I would want to die!
Daddy, have mercy, have mercy! The text and the lyrics are courtesy of URL: http://classicalmusic.
Daddy, have mercy, have mercy! about.com/od/classicalmusictips/qt/o_mio_bambino_caro_lyrics.htm

O Mio Babbino Caro
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Another of the interesting evening skies we see from our bedroom window. This one taken on 20 January 2017.

